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HAVIT H2002E Gaming Headphones (Black)
Discover  the  excellence  in  sound  and  comfort  with  HAVIT  H2002E  gaming  headphones.  Perfect  for  gaming  enthusiasts,  these  black
headphones  combine  high-quality  sound,  comfort,  and  versatility,  making  every  gaming  session  even  more  captivating.  Designed  for
long-lasting comfort and exceptional sound clarity, these headphones are an essential accessory for every gamer.
 
Adjustable Headband and Comfort
The HAVIT H2002E headphones feature an adjustable headband that allows for a perfect fit for every user. This feature not only provides
greater comfort but also ensures better sound quality and effective acoustic isolation.
 
High Compatibility
Thanks to the use of a universal 3.5mm mini jack plug, these headphones are compatible with a wide range of devices. This versatility
makes them perfect for gamers using various platforms, from consoles to personal computers.
 
High-Quality Omnidirectional Microphone
An  omnidirectional  microphone  with  detachable  capability  is  a  crucial  feature  for  gamers  who  want  full  control  over  in-game
communication. The high sensitivity and sound clarity of the microphone ensure that every command and comment will be clearly heard
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by other players.
 
Intuitive Sound Control
There  is  a  switch  on  the  headphone  cable  that  allows  for  easy  volume  adjustment  and  toggling  the  microphone  on  or  off.  This
functionality provides quick and convenient control, allowing you to adjust sound settings without interrupting the game.
 
Comfortable Ear Cushions and Lightweight Design
Soft  protein  leather  ear  cushions and a  lightweight  construction make the HAVIT H2002E headphones exceptionally  comfortable  even
during long gaming sessions. This comfort is invaluable, especially when a game requires focus and extended engagement.
 
 
BrandHavitModelH2002EColorBlackSpeakers50mmImpedance32Ω15%Sensitivity114±3dBFrequency  Response20Hz  to
20kHzMicrophone6.0x2.7mmTypeOmnidirectionalMicrophone Sensitivity-42±3dBCable Length2.0m±10%Plug3.5mm

Preço:

Antes: € 30.996

Agora: € 28.50

Jogos, Headphones
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